In recent years, the concept of compact cities has permeated the sustainability discourse under the premise that compact high density developments can effectively reduce car use levels and promote use of alternative modes such as transit and non-motorized means. However, these arguments hinge on the existence of a true causal mechanism between built environment and travel behavior. Using panel data from a survey on new movers to a high density mixed use development in the Kashiwanoha area, Chiba prefecture, several models are estimated to test the effect of changes in the built environment on activity frequency by mode. Findings suggest that even after controlling for residential self-selection, the built environment exerts a significant effect on activity frequency for some activity types such as shopping and eating-out conditional on travel modes. Mode substitution effects were observed between frequencies of nearby activities reached by non-motorized means and faraway activities reached by car given changes in accessibility levels around home location. Nonlinear effects of car ownership on activity frequency were also identified. Findings provide a good insight on the potential effects of retrofitting low density suburban areas through densification and land use mixes, an issue of critical importance in the context of rapidly ageing and depopulating cities and regions in Japan.
Introduction
The compact city concept has become in recent years a paradigm for sustainable cities under the premise that high population density and mixed land uses might significantly reduce car use levels, and promote the use of transit and no-motorized modes (NMM), thus improving the livability of the city and the health of its inhabitants; in the particular context of Japan, compact cities are also viewed as a countermeasure to depopulation and ageing. However, these arguments hinge on the existence of a true causal mechanism between the built environment and travel behavior. Although a considerable body of literature has so far established significant statistical associations, the inference of a causal effect of the built environment and travel behavior relies on the elimination of all potential sources of bias, particularly, self-selection bias; that is, the bias stemmed from households self-selecting themselves into neighborhoods that meet their transport preferences. Using a panel data approach, this study aims at shedding some light on this causal relationship, using as a case study the Kashiwanoha area, in Chiba prefecture, Japan. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the current state of affairs in the literature regarding built environment and travel behavior research. Section 3 describes the study characteristics and the data gathering methodology. Section 4 details the model structure, variables and its descriptive statistics. Section 5 presents the estimation results, followed by discussion of findings and implication in Section 6; finally, Section 7 wraps up the main conclusions of the study.
The built environment and travel behavior: findings from the literature
The built environment-travel behavior relationship has been the object of interest of a considerable number of studies in the past twenty years. As concepts such as Smart Growth, Compact Cities and New Urbanism permeate the sustainability discourse, researchers have tried to validate the existence the causal mechanism that would support the hypotheses put forth by high density and mixed use advocates. Certainly, as an indicator of intensity of land use, population density has been consistently associated with lower levels of car use and consequently higher levels of transit and non-motorized modes use (Friedman et al., 1994; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997) . However, although a great number of studies have established significant statistical associations, establishing a causal relationship hinges on stronger conditions, that are sometime difficult to meet outside ideal experimental conditions. Mokhtarian & Cao (2008) suggested three conditions to be met in order to establish a causal relationship between the built environment and travel behavior: The existence of a statistically significant association, the non-spuriousness of this association, and the time precedence of the effect of interest. The first two conditions can be reduced to the elimination of all possible sources of bias from the estimation. Although there are many sources of potential bias, of particular importance to the built environment-travel behavior studies is the residential self-selection bias, where households selfselect themselves into neighborhoods that meet their travel preferences, making the built environment variables endogenous to travel behavior. Failure to control for self-selection thus results in biased and inconsistent estimators of the effect of the built environment on travel behavior. The third condition refers to discarding the possibility of reverse causality in the variables of interest, in this case, to validate that changes in the built environment in fact cause changes in travel behavior and not the other way around.
Methodologically, there are several approaches to address these issues. Due to space constraints, only a summary of methodological approaches 1 and main findings are presented here, both from a cross-section and a longitudinal perspective.
Cross-sectional approach
From a cross-sectional perspective, there are several ways to address the self selection problem, this section will discuss the most commonly used approaches, namely statistical control models, instrumental variables, sample selection and propensity score models, discrete choice models and finally structural equation models (SEM). To control for self selection, the most simple approach is to think of the residential self-selection bias as a form of omitted variable bias. In that sense, by taking variables that account for selfselection out of the error term and into the explanatory variables, the correlation between the regressors and the error is eliminated, thus solving, or at least mitigating the endogeneity problem. After regressing trip frequency and trip ratio by mode on built environment variables, and further incorporating travel attitudes, personality and lifestyle factors, Kitamura et al. (1997) were among the first ones to question the real magnitude of the built environment effect on travel behavior. They found that although land use charactersitics had a signficant effect on tavel behavior, when included in the models, attitudinal and preference variables accounted for a higher proportion of the variation in the data, while reducing the magnitude of the built environment effect. The implication here is that individual attitudes partially explain the observed built environment attributes; attitudinal variables are therefore thought as possible controls for residential selfselection, thus its inclusion might mitigate selection bias. Chatman (2009) suggested that if well self-selection might reduce the magnitude of the built environment effect, it does not render it insignificant. The built environemnt effect has also been found to be particularly strong for non-motorized trips, with evidence of mode substitution between car and non-motorized given different land use mix levels 2009a) . Naess (2009) also found significant effects on traveled distances by car, but argued that the extent to which people choose their residential location based on transport considerations might be limited. In the particular case of Japan, to the best of our knowledge, the literature is rather scarce. A study by Parady et al. (2013) on travel behavior in the Kanto Region, found that after controlling for preference for modal access at the time of the last move, higher land use mix levels and closeness to transit stationts were positively associated with non-work transit and non-motorized trip frequency. The second approach to control for self-selection involves purging the built environment variables of its correlation with self-selection through instrumental variables; nevertheless, finding a suitable instrument, that is, an instrument that is correlated with the built environment but at the same time exogenous to travel behavior, might be a challenging task. In the context of American or European cities, considering that urban areas developed before the second world war were more compact and mixed use, the percentage of buildings built before 1940s and 1960s were used as instruments for the built environment (Boarnet & Sarmiento, 1998; Vance & Hedel, 2007) ; findings however, were different among studies, with Boarnet and Sarmiento finding no significant effects in most models and a high sensivitity to model specifications. Furthermore, these insturments are very location specific and in the particular case of Japan, unfeasible given differences in its urban development patterns. Khattak and Rodriguez (2005) used non-transport related residential preferences as instruments for type of neighborhood and found that households in neo-traditional neighborhoods 2 exhibit similar number of overall trips but fewer car trips and shorter travel distances. The third approach considers the self-selection problem in a program evaluation framework. In that sense, the built environment is considered as the treatment of interest. Given the non-random allocation of treatment (Households choose residential location by themselves) the first step is to estimate the probability of choosing a specific type of neighborhood. The Heckman Sample Selection model (or Heckit model) assumes a binary treatment, and estimates treatment probability using a binary probit or logit model. The second step consists on estimating the regression of interest and introducing a sample selection correction coefficient to correct for selectivity bias. Zhou and Kockelman (2008) and Cao (2009) estimated Heckit models for vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT), where the sample selection model was a binary probit of neighborhood type (urban vs. suburban). Both models estimated significant differences in traveled distances and attributed the largest share of the effect on built environment characteristics. Similar to the sample selection models, propensity score matching consists on estimating the probability of treatment and then matching treated and untreated individuals who share similar characteristics and comparing the differences in the outcome variable. Alternatively, the outcome variable can be stratified given the estimated propensity score and difference in groups estimated. Using propensity score matching for different treatments (i.e. urban vs. suburban, exurban vs. urban etc.), Cao et al. (2010) found a positive association between VKT and distance from the city center. Regarding walking trips, Boer et al (2007) found through propensity score stratification, that higher level of business diversity were associated with more walking. While Cao (2010) suggests that propensity score methods might mitigate selection bias up to 90% but not fully eliminate it, it is important to note that both sample selection and propensity score models are as good as its selection probability model; in that sense, poorly fitted probability models results in poor estimates of the average treatment effect of interest. From a discrete choice modeling approach, residential location and mode choice are considered as an interdependent decision, thus modeled jointly. After controlling for self-selection significant effects of the accessibility, land use mix and density on commuting mode choice have been identified (Cervero, 2007; Pinjari et al., 2007) , more complex model have also jointly modeled the residential location, car ownership and commute mode choice, assuming car ownership as endogenous to travel behavior as well (Pinjari et al., 2011) . Most studies in the literature however, perhaps due to modeling complexities focused on commuting mode choice only, and have not yet considered other types of activities. Finally, Structural Equation Models have also been used to address the self-selection issue as endogeneity of variables is allowed. A study by Bagley & Mokhtarian (2002) on distance traveled using SEM found a very small effect of residential location charateristics on travel behavior when controlling for attitudes and lifestyle preference, which had a larger effect on travel. Scheiner and Holz-Rau (2007) on the other hand analyzed share of trips by mode and traveled distances found that life stituation has a stronger effect than lifestyle on behavior, but argued that the effect of lifestyle might be rather indirect by influencing location preferences and residential location choice. Segmenting activities by type, Scheiner (2010) further suggested that the built environment had little effect on job and leisure distances, but was the most influencing factor on maintenance tasks. In general, cross-sectional data has the advantage of being highly avaliable, but it comes at a cost; since data is observed at only one point in time, the estimation of a causal relationship hinges on very strong conditions that are in many cases difficult to meet given available data, especially in the absence of randomized data. Neverthless, the approaches discussed above provide some alternatives to at the very least mitigate self-selection bias.
Quasi-longitudinal and longitudinal approach
Quasi-longitudinal and longitudinal methods not only allow to control for residential selfselection but also to establish the direction of the effect of interest, furthermore, true panel data studies allows the researcher to observe the outcome travel behavior given changes in the built environment characteristics, so they can be understood as natural experiments. Quasi-longitudinal studies consist on gathering information of past behavior retrospectively in the absence of true panel studies. Handy et al. (2005) provides a good example of the advantages of these studies. Using the same dataset, a cross section analysis of vehicles kilometers traveled found no significant associations of VKT with built environment features once attitudes were accounted for. On the other hand, a quasi-longitudinal approach on changes in driving levels found significant effect in changes in accessibility perception in explaining change in driving levels. Quasi-longitudinal SEM studies of changes in travel mode use levels have suggested significant effects of changes in built environment characteristics as a result of residential relocation on changes in mode use, where suburban relocation is associated with higher driving levels and less transit and non-motorized travel, an effect opposite to the one observed after urban relocation (Scheiner & Holz-Rau, 2013 ), a finding similar to Cao et al.(2007) who found reduced driving levels and increased walking given relocation to neo-traditional neighborhoods. Handy et al (2006) also found significant changes in walking levels given changes in accessibility perception but suggested that attitudes play a larger role in explaining changes in bicycle use levels. Although quasi-longitudinal data helps bridge some of the limitations of cross-sectional data, it is not without limitations, especially regarding the reliability of retrospective data, as respondents might forget past behavior, or their responses might be influenced by most recent behaviors. Among all methodologies reviewed so far, true panel data studies provide the best conditions to understand the true effect of built environment on travel behavior, as they approximate as much as possible an ideal experimental situation. Nevertheless, this comes at an increase in execution costs, and considerably more hardships in keeping track of the sample at different points in time. At any rate, true panel data studies remain conspicuously few in the literature. A fixed effect model on walking by Wells and Yang (2008) found that moving to places with fewer cul-de-sacs was associated with an average increase in walking. Incidentally, the study also found an expected decrease in walking levels given an increase in the number of service jobs per resident; nevertheless it is important to note that the study was conducted with a very small sample size of 32 consisting mostly of low-income African-American women. Although not directly related to transportation per se, a first difference regression of changes in body mass index (BMI) on changes in land use mix and sprawl levels found no significant effect of the built environment (Eid et al.,2008) , the implication being that built environment characteristics do not increase the likelihood of a more active lifestyle as a result of more walking and physical activity within the neighborhood, and that people with tendency to sedentary lifestyles tend to self-select themselves into more suburban areas. A study by Krizek (2003) estimated an OLS regression using first differenced dependent variables of traveled distances, number of tours and trips per tour on changes in neighborhood and regional accessibility and found that households moving to areas with higher neighborhood accessibility reduce on average the number of vehicle kilometers driven and overall person kilometers traveled. Nevertheless, the inclusion of lagged dependent variables into the model specification is likely to result in estimation bias, as the error terms of both dependent variables are likely to be correlated.
Methodology and Study Characteristics
In order to overcome some of the limitations of cross-sectional analysis previously discussed, and to contribute to the existing body of literature in an area where it is currently lacking, this study addresses the built environment and travel behavior relationship from a panel data perspective. Specifically, the principal object of interest is to understand how changes in the land use characteristics around home location affect activity frequency by mode. This motivates the following hypotheses: 1. A positive change in the number of potential opportunities for any given activity within one`s neighborhood increases the average frequency that such activity is conducted within the neighborhood and reached via non-motorized modes such as walking or biking. 2. A positive change in the number of potential opportunities for any given activity within one`s neighborhood decreases the average frequency that such activity is conducted outside the neighborhood and reached by car. In other words, we hypothesize that there exists a mode substitution mechanism between private vehicle and non-motorized modes given an increase in accessibility to any given activity around home location. To test these hypotheses, data from a panel data survey conducted between autumn 2007 and autumn 2008 by The University of Tokyo on relocating households were used. The survey was conducted on households that purchased new apartments in the Park City Kashiwanoha Campus Project, in Kashiwa city, Chiba prefecture. The project was developed as a high-density and compact, mixed used district adjacent to the Kashiwanoha Campus Station, on the Tsukuba Express line, located at roughly 30 Kilometers from Tokyo (see Figure 1) . Curiously, before the announcement of plans for the construction of the Tsukuba Express line, the land was being reserved for the construction of a golf course. The survey consisted on a three tier self administered paper-based questionnaire. In Tier 1, conducted six months before the moving process started on August 2007, information was gathered on individual travel behavior and lifestyle before moving. In Tier 2, conducted on December 2007, information was gathered on future travel behavior intention given information provided by the researchers about the amenities and facilities available around the new neighborhood. Finally, in Tier 3, conducted five months after the moving process started on August 2008, information was gathered on individual travel behavior and lifestyle after moving. Since Tier 2 deals with stated behavior rather than actual behavior, it was excluded from the analysis; in that sense, for this study only data from Tier 1 and Tier 3 were used. The effective sample size in the period before moving to Kashiwa was of 151 individuals; however, the effective sample size in the post-moving period was of 98. Regarding the effective panel sample used in the analysis, that is, the sample that did not attrite; the average household size was 2.86, with an average of 2.30 adults and 1.47 workers in the household. Almost 50% of the sample possess a driver`s license and 78.5% of households own at least one car. Regarding bicycle ownership, the sample mean is 1.67, with 80.6% of households owning at least one bicycle. General socio-demographic characteristics of the effective final sample are presented in table 1. Regarding pre-moving residential location of households (see Figure 1) , 56% of the households moved in from within Chiba prefecture, followed by 29% moving from the Tokyo Metropolitan Area, the rest of the households moved from other prefectures in the Kanto Region like Ibaraki prefecture (8%), Kanagawa prefecture (4%) and Saitama prefecture (2%).
Model Structure and Variable Description

Model Specification
Given the described study characteristics, the analysis can be thought of in terms of a natural experiment, where residential relocation provides the change in the explanatory variables of interest; however, since households themselves choose where to relocate, the residential location is not a random process, thus, if the residential location choice is related to the outcome variables, then estimation results are biased and inconsistent due to self-selection.
To account for residential self-selection, a reasonable assumption to make is that the factors that account for residential location and car ownership 3 , be it attitudes, preferences or lifestyle factors, are part of the unobserved individual heterogeneity, and are assumed constant given relatively short periods of time, such as one or two years. Under this assumption, a fixed effect model is proposed to control for self-selection bias. Although a brief explanation of the fixed effect models is presented below, interested readers are referred to Wooldridge (2010) , where this next section draws heavily from. The fixed effect model is a type of unobserved effect model (UEM) of the form:
y it = α i + + ε it (1) Where α is the unobserved individual heterogeneity, or individual fixed effect. Given equation (1) then the usual strict exogeneity assumption must also be conditioned on αi:
E(ε it | , α i ) = 0 (2) The assumption that the individual fixed effect is uncorrelated with the idiosyncratic error ε, allows the unbiased and consistent estimation of the effects of interest given individual heterogeneity. Now, in order to properly estimate the coefficients of interest, it is necessary to weed out the fixed effect α. In the context of this analysis, let t0 be the time period before moving, and t1 be the time period after moving. Given model equations at t1 and t0 for the ith individual respectively:
(4) Where yi is the travel behavior variable of interest, xi is a vector of time changing individual and household characteristics, zi is a vector of time changing built environment characteristics, and ε is the idiosyncratic error term. By taking the deviation from mean at each time t, we then get a time demeaned equation for the ith individual:
Where the i notation is suppressed for simplification purposes. Since the fixed effect α is constant in time, it is easy to see how it cancels out in equation (5); thus, for estimation purposes, the fixed effect model is just a pooled OLS regression of the time demeaned equation (5). Another way to estimate the fixed effect model is via the so-called dummy variable regression, where instead of equation (5) a pooled OLS regression of equations (3) and (4) is ran including one dummy variable for each individual i. This approach yields the exact same results for β and γ as the time demeaned pooled OLS regression, and also provides an estimate of the individual fixed effect α for each individual i. The main drawback of using the fixed effect model is that given the nature of equation (5), time invariant explanatory variables cannot be introduced in the model as they will be swept away with the fixed effect α. This translates in reduced variability in the data, and consequent larger standard errors and lower R 2 values. Nevertheless, since we are interested in unbiased and consistent estimators of the effects of the built environment, which is time variant, the model adequately fits to the needs of this study.
Dependent Variables
To gather information on activity frequency, our outcome variable of interest, respondents were asked to indicate the number of times they engaged in four different types of activities, the frequency these activities were conducted nearby and/or faraway, and the transport mode used on each case. The questionnaire was formulated in such a way that respondents could specify for both nearby and faraway activities, total frequency by activity type, and further specify how many times these activities were conducted by each transport mode. The time period could also be defined by the respondent as weekly, monthly or yearly, thus allowing for specification of very low frequency activities. The four activity types considered were leisure, shopping, educational training, and eating-out.
Leisure activities include going to the movies, walks, exercising, etc. Shopping refer to both discretionary and non-discretionary shopping. Educational training consists of all educational activities excluding formal training in high schools and universities, while eating-out activities refers to all eating and drinking out activities such as going to a restaurant, diner, bar, etc. Nearby activities are defined as those activities that can be reached within 20 minutes in nonmotorized modes; all activities outside that range are considered activities faraway. Finally, modes were classified as private vehicle, transit and non-motorized means (NMM). Given all potential outcomes, paired sample t-tests were conducted to evaluate which changes in behavior are statistically different between time periods (statistically significant results are summarized in table 2). Regarding activity types, no outcome combination related to leisure activities was statistically different from zero. This might suggest that individuals have a rather fixed time budget allocated irrespective of residential location. Furthermore, leisure activities might depend more on factors such as lifestyle, than built environment characteristics at home location (Scheiner, 2010) . Another important factor might be the rather disparate aggregation of leisure activities under the leisure category. In that sense, it is likely that a more disaggregate classification might yield different results. Another important test result is the statistical insignificance of changes in transit related activities, in spite of a considerable average reduction in distance to closest train station after moving to Kashiwa. This might be explained by the fact that work-trips and work-trip-chain activities, which account for the largest share of the transit demand are rather fixed and constrained to commuting frequency, so little variation is to be expected. Regarding statistically significant variables, on average, total activity frequency increased by 8% (p value = 0.085), as compared to pre-moving levels. At the same time, there was a significant increase in nearby activity frequency of 21%, and a reduction of faraway activities of 20%. A similar pattern is observed when segmenting activity frequency by mode. Total number of activities reached by car exhibited a 41% reduction in frequency, while activities reached by nonmotorized modes such as walking and biking increased by 39%. Total shopping frequency increased by 20%, an increase largely attributed to an 82% of nearby non-motorized shopping; conversely, average faraway shopping frequency by car was reduced by 43%. Change in overall eating-out frequency was not statistically different from zero, however, there was a significant reduction of 78% of total faraway eating-out frequency; on the contrary, average nearby eating-out frequency by non-motorized modes increased by twofold. Finally, average educational activity frequency was reduced by 45%; however, when segmenting by travel model or location of the activity differences were not statistically significant. Given the stated hypotheses, hereinafter, the focus of the analysis will be limited to those variables segmented by travel mode, as the primary purpose of the study is explore changes in travel behavior.
Independent Variables
As described in the model specification, explanatory variables consist of time variant individual and household variables and built environment variables. Among socio-demographics, timechanging variables include the number of cars in the household, the number of bicycles in the household and commuting frequency. Change in number of cars in the household range from -1 to +1, with 12.2% of the households reducing one unit, and an equal proportion increasing one unit. Changes in number of bicycles range from -4 to +2, with 16.33% of the households reducing at least one bicycle and an equal percentage increasing at least one bicycle. Regarding built environment variables, land use data for both pre-moving and post-moving periods were gathered using Supper Mapple Digital, a commercially available map software produced by Shobunsha Publishers, which contains detailed information about existing facilities classified according to type and released yearly. Older versions were purchased in order to match land use information to each time period. Changes in number of facilities were evaluated at different radius from home location, 500 meters, 1 kilometer, and 2 kilometers. Facilities considered in the analysis include leisure 4 and eating-out facilities, as well as grocery and non-grocery shopping facilities. On average, after moving to Kashiwa, a positive change in total number of facilities at 500 meters and 1 km is observed, that is, a mean increase of 17 and 4 facilities respectively; however, when evaluated at a 2 km radius, there is an average decrease of 20 facilities. At the 500 meters level, there is a positive change in the number of eating-out, leisure and non-grocery shopping facilities, and a negative, albeit small change in grocery shops. These changes in the built environment highlight the high density, compact and mixed use nature of the project that contrasts with its more suburban and low density surroundings. Regarding changes in distance to closest facilities, there is an average reduction of 1.2km to the closest rail station, with a maximum reduction of 8.4 km. Mean change in distance to other facilities such as convenience store, supermarkets, and eating-out facility are also negative, with average values of -231m, -352m and -235m respectively. An average increase to the closest park of 138m was also observed. It is important to note that mean difference does not tells us much about the distribution of these changes; note the large increase in the size of the standard deviations with respect to the means, as the set radius increases, suggesting a rather spread out distribution of the change. Table 3 summarizes the explanatory variables as well as the average changes and standard deviations of changes after moving to Kashiwa 5 . 
Estimation Results
Given the hypotheses stated in Section 3, six models are estimated using log-transformed variables as follows: 1. Log of yearly activity frequency by car 2. Log of yearly activity frequency by NMM 3. Log of yearly shopping frequency by car |Faraway 4. Log of yearly shopping frequency by NMM | Nearby 5. Log of yearly eating-out frequency by car | Faraway 6. Log of yearly eating-out frequency by NMM | Nearby To evaluate the goodness of fit of the models, three types of F tests are presented. The first one is a joint significance test of fixed effects and regression fit (H0: No fixed effect or fit in regression). A second statistic is provided to test the goodness of fit of the regression model independent of fixed effects (H0: No fit in the regression of Y on explanatory variables); failure to reject the null hypothesis suggests that the explanatory variables fail to explain the observed outcomes; in that sense, a significant F statistic against the first null hypothesis, but an insignificant statistic against the second null hypothesis suggests that while individual heterogeneity explains changes in outcome, the explanatory variables do not. The third statistic tests whether there is in fact a fixed effect in the model; a failure to reject the null hypothesis thus favors a more parsimonious pooled OLS model over the fixed effect estimate. All models are statistically significant against the first and second null hypotheses at least at the 5% level, suggesting that the explanatory variables significantly explain changes in outcome. In terms of the third test, for models 1-4 the null hypothesis is rejected at all levels of significance.
Regarding the eating-out models, for the faraway eating-out by car model the null hypothesis is rejected only at the 10% level, while for the nearby eating-out model, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at any level, hence in both cases, the pooled OLS results are presented instead. Table 4 presents the estimation results of the overall activity frequency models by car and nonmotorized modes. Ceteris paribus, reductions in distance to the nearest train station are associated with reductions in activity frequency by car and increases in activity frequency by non-motorized modes. The semi-elasticities 6 of change in distance to nearest stations are estimated at 0.246 and -0.402 respectively; that is, a one kilometer decrease in distance to the nearest station translates into an average decrease of 24.6% of activity frequency by car and a consequent 40% increase in activities by non-motorized means. This suggests the existence of a mode substitution effect given reductions in distance to stations, an effect attributed to a larger concentration of activity opportunities around train stations. The effect of a one car increase in the household translates in an average 246% increase in activity frequency by car; on the other hand, the effect of one car reduction in the household is not statistically different from zero. This phenomenon might be explained by an inertia effect in car use, where due to car use habit effects, a reduction of the number of cars in the households might lead to an increased use of the remaining unit(s) in order to compensate the lack of the disposed unit. Furthermore, this difference suggests that the effect of changes in car ownership on behavior is not linear, highlighting the importance of considering not only the change in the variables of interest but also the direction of that change. In terms of activity frequency by non-motorized means, there was no statistically significant effect of changes in car ownership, either increase or decrease. The semi-elasticity of changes in the overall number of facilities in a 1km radius on activity frequency by car is estimated at -0.010, suggesting a 1.0% reduction in average activity frequency by car given a one unit increase in the number of facilities. On the other hand, positive changes in the number of eating-out and non-grocery shopping in a 500m radius was positively associated with activity frequency by non-motorized means, that is, an expected 2.2% increase in frequency given a one shop increase. The observed effects suggest that an increase in potential opportunities within walking and biking distance might in fact contribute to a reduction of car use and incentivize the use of non-motorized means. As illustrated in Table 5 , models 3 and 4 focus on faraway shopping frequency by car and nearby shopping frequency by NMM respectively. Change in distance to the nearest train station is not statistically different from zero in the NMM model; on the other hand, the effect on faraway car shopping was significant at the 5% level, with an estimated semi-elasticity of 0.269, suggesting an expected 26.9% reduction in car shopping frequency given a one kilometer reduction in distance to the station. Other accessibility measures such as change in number of retail shops in a 1km radius were not statistically significant. A one car reduction in the household translates on an average 82.9% increase in nearby NMM shopping frequency, and an expected 77.2% reduction in faraway car shopping frequency. In terms of a one car increase, a similar magnitude, yet different direction effect was observed in the NMM model where a one car increase is associated with an expected 88.8% reduction in nonmotorized shopping; however, this is not the case in the car shopping model, where the coefficient was not statistically different from zero. Interestingly enough, this relation is opposite to the one observed in model 1, where a car increase was associated with an increase in car use, implying not only non-linearity of the effect, but also differences in the nature of this non-linearity given activity type. A one kilometer reduction in distance to the nearest grocery shop is associated with an average increase in NMM shopping frequency of 156%. In terms of grocery shopping, and assuming a fixed need for groceries given fixed household characteristics, a plausible explanation might be that individuals living closer to grocery shops increase their shopping frequency while at the same time reducing the volume of products purchased on each visit. That being said, the negative coefficient of the number of grocery stores in a 500m radius on NMM shopping suggests a decrease in shopping frequency given an increase in the number of shops. Although a rather counter-intuitive finding, the particular nature of the Kashiwanoha project might explain this phenomenon to some extent. Looking at the descriptive statistics presented in table 2 and 3, on average, the change in number of grocery shops after moving to Kashiwa decreased at any radius, while both shopping frequency and NMM nearby shopping frequency increased considerably. If well the overall number of shops at the 500m radius is on average lower, it is likely that facilities in the Kashiwanoha Campus Project, which was developed to cater a specific market segment, match well with the resident's preferences as consumers, thus increasing shopping frequency even with less number of facilities around home. The coefficient of changes in non-grocery retail on NMM shopping frequency was as expected positive (p=0.077), with an average increase in frequency of 3.7% for every one shop increase in a 500m radius. Although the overall change in eating-out frequency is not statistically significant between time periods, statistically significant changes were observed given activity location and mode. As illustrated in Table 6 , models 5 and 6 estimate faraway eating-out frequency by car, and nearby NMM eating-out frequency respectively. As discussed earlier, the fixed effects were not statistically different from zero hence pooled OLS results are presented. Changes in distance to the closest station are not statistical significant in the car model, but have a significant effect on non-motorized eating-out frequency, with an average 38.6% increase for every one kilometer reduction in distance to the station. Changes in car ownership were not significant in any of the two models; not a surprising finding given that faraway eating-out by car, if well statistically significant from t0 to t1 exhibited the lowest frequency at t0 among all significant variables with an average of 7.98 times per year.
Regarding change in number of eating-out and non-grocery shopping facilities around home location, a positive change in number of facilities is negatively associated with faraway car eatingout frequency, with an estimated semi-elasticity of -0.020, suggesting an average reduction of 2.0% in for a one shop increase in a 1 km radius; conversely, an one shop increase a 500m radius translates in a 2.8% increase in nearby non-motorized eating-out frequency; this points to a mode substitution effect between faraway car activities and nearby non-motorized ones. 
Discussion of findings
Results from estimated models provides some evidence on the existence, after controlling for residential self-selection, of a causal relation between changes in the built environment and activity frequency conditional on certain types of activity and transport modes. Major findings and implications are discussed below. No significant changes were observed between time periods for leisure activities, suggesting little if any effect from changes in the built environment. Leisure activities might be more related to individual characteristics such as tastes, preferences, lifestyle or social networks characteristics, than to built environment characteristics around home location. Changes in the built environment however, were found to exert a significant effect on shopping and eating-out frequency given location and travel mode. A mode substitution effect was observed in terms of changes in the number of facilities and activities by location and distance. Positive changes in the number of eating-out and non-grocery shopping facilities were associated with an increase in nearby non-motorized eating-out frequency and a consequent decrease in faraway car frequency. A similar effect was observed in terms overall nearby activity frequency by NMM and faraway car frequency, although the relationship was not as straightforward, that is, an overall increase in the number of facilities was associated with reduction in activity frequency by car, while an increase in eating-out and non-grocery shopping was associated with non-motorized activity frequency average increase. Mode substitution was also observed in terms of changes in the distance to the station and overall activity frequency by mode. As distance to the nearest station reduces, the frequency of activities reached by NMM increases, while the frequency of activities reached by car decreases. This is largely attributed to a higher concentration of shopping opportunities around transit stations, and diminishing accessibility as distance from the station increases. In terms of shopping frequency, a reduction in the number of vehicles in the household also translated into an increase in nearby NMM shopping frequency and a reduction in faraway car shopping frequency. Changes in number of vehicles in the household had significant effects on several types of behavior, however, it is important to note that this effect was found to be non-linear, that is, the effect of a one car increase in the household is not necessarily the same in terms of magnitude (with an opposite direction effect) or statistical significance as the effect of one car reduction, furthermore, this relationship might well be different given the type of activity. Although a one car increase translated in a very significant average increase of activities by car of 207%, a one car reduction was not statistically different from zero. Similarly, although a one car reduction was associated with a mean decrease of faraway car shopping frequency of 77.2%, a one car increase was not statistically significant at any level. Changes in the built environment were surprisingly not associated with significant change in activities reached by public transport. As earlier discussed, a plausible reason is that a large share of activities reached by transit are part of a work/school trip-chain, which pretty much defines its frequency regardless of changes in the activity opportunity potential around home; in terms of the built environment, accessibility levels around work/school location might be more important. Nevertheless, one possible way that residential location might indirectly affect work trip-chain activities is by changing the characteristics of the built environment around the commuting route. For example, assuming a fixed employment/school location, if after residential relocation, the new commuting route passes through stations with less activity potential, activity frequency might change. However, considering the structure of the rail network in the Tokyo Metropolitan area and surrounding regions, this scenario seems rather unlikely given that commuter lines usually connect or go through large urban sub-centers like Shibuya, Shinjuku, or in the case of Kashiwanoha, Akihabara. In spite of findings discussed above, there are some limitations to the present study that are worth discussing. Firstly, the effective sample size is rather small, which, particularly in the case of fixed effect models is important, considering the reduction in variability of the data as a result of exclusion of time invariant explanatory variables, resulting in larger standard errors, and lower rsquared values. Secondly, regarding external validity of results, it is important to note that given the nature of the study, where only residents of one specific location are considered, inference might only be drawn for a specific socio-economic bracket and for specific changes in the built environment, such as those described earlier. Nevertheless, despite the limitations aforementioned, unbiased and consistent effects were estimated regarding the effect of the built environment on activity frequency, and if well the generalization potential is limited, findings presented here do provide some insight on potential effects of retrofitting low density suburban areas by increasing accessibility levels through densification and mixing of land uses, an issue of considerable importance in the Japanese context given the fast depopulation and ageing trend that most suburban areas are experiencing.
Conclusion
This study aimed at shedding some light on the existence or not of a causal mechanism between the built environment and travel behavior. Using a panel data from a survey on residents purchasing new apartments on a high density mixed used project adjacent to the Kashiwanoha station, 30 Km away from Tokyo, several models were estimated to test the effect of changes in the built environment on changes in activity frequency by mode. Findings suggest that changes in the built environment in terms of access to potential activity opportunities, exerts a significant effect on activity frequency by mode on certain activities such as shopping and eating-out. A mode substitution mechanism from car to non-motorized modes (NMM) was observed given reductions in distance to the nearest train station. A similar mechanism was observed for eatingout frequency given increases in the number of eating-out and non-grocery shopping facilities around home location. Findings also suggest that the effect of changes in number of cars in the household on activity frequency not only is non-linear, but the nature of this non-linearity is dependent on activity type. Although some limitations exist, the present study provides empirical evidence on a causal effect of the built environment on certain dimensions of travel behavior. Even though findings might only generalizable for a certain socio-economic group and certain type of changes in the built environment characteristics, present findings provide a good insight on the potential effects of retrofitting low density suburban areas through densification and mixing of land uses, a critical issue in the Japanese context given rapid aging and depopulation of suburban areas.
